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Abstract

This note describes the so-called Forward Tracking. This algorithm uses as input track seeds re-
constructed in the VELO (Vertex Locator) and searches for associated tracks in the inner and outer
tracker of the T stations based on a Hough Transformation approach. We describe in detail the im-
plementation of the algorithm as it is in Brunel version 30r14 and the according performance on
DC06 [1] data.

1 Introduction

A track of a charged particle in a magnetic field can be described by five parameters, namely its
position(x, y), its direction(dx/dz, dy/dz) and its momentum at a given positionz. If we know
the field map of the magnetic field (and neglect material effects) the path of the particle through
the detector can be precisely determined from those parameters. The algorithm documented here is
the so-called Forward Tracking. It uses tracks reconstructed in the vertex detector (VELO) as in-
put. Since there is essentially no magnetic field in the VELO only the position and the direction of
the track are known from the seed track. One additionalx measurement of the particle trajectory
in or behind the magnetic field1 is sufficient to determine the missing momentum information. The
Forward Tracking algorithm combines all measurements in the T stations with the VELO seed. It
computes for each combination thex coordinate of the potential particle trajectory at a fixedz value
(z = 8520 mm). The measurements are thus projected along the trajectory onto this reference plane.
The measurements which belong to the same particle as the VELO seed will be projected (within
uncertainties) on the samex position. Projections from random measurements are expected to be
distributed uniformly. Technically the extrapolated track positions at the reference plane are filled in
a sorted list and selecting track candidates corresponds toidentifying a significant cluster in this list.
This pattern recognition approach is called Hough Transformation.
The basic idea of this method is quite simple. However several technical details and performance
optimizations resulted in a rather complex implementationof the algorithm. Once we move on to
pattern recognition on real data we need to be aware of all cuts and decisions applied throughout the
tracking strategy as some of them - e.g. sizes of search windows - will depend on our understanding
of the detector and might need retuning. This note is an attempt to describe the Forward Tracking
and its implementation as detailed as possible.
We first briefly remind of the LHCb tracking system. Then we introduce the propagation model to
compute the intersection of the track candidates with the reference plane. Next we follow the var-
ious steps through the tracking algorithm. Finally, we willreport the performance of the algorithm
as it has been measured with Brunel v30r14 based on DC06 [1] data. The results presented here
supercede studies based on an earlier version of this algorithm [2].

1The direction of the principle component of the magnetic field in the LHCb detector is along the y direction.
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Figure 1 Top view (x/z) of the LHCb forward spectrometer. The z axis is defined along
the beamline, the interaction point is located around z = 0. The direction of the principle
component of the magnetic field is along the y axis.

2 Brief Introduction to the LHCb Tracking System

The LHCb Tracking System consists of a silicon vertex detector close to the interaction point (Ver-
tex Locator - VELO), two tracking station with two silicon layers each in the fringe field before the
magnet (Trigger Tracker - TT) and three tracking stations (Tstations) behind the magnet (Fig. 1).
Each T station consists of four layers each with a(x, u, v, x) structure.x represents a tracking layer
with approximately vertical detection elements andu, v are tilted layers withθ = ± 5◦ stereo angle.
For the outer tracker (OT) these are double-layers of straws, while for the inner tracker (IT) they are
single layers of silicon strips. Once the drift times are resolved the outer tracker single measurement
resolution is≈ 200µm, the inner tracker resolution is≈ 50µm. The hit efficiency in an outer tracker
monolayer is 92 % while the one in the inner tracker is 99.5 %. Adetailed description of the various
LHCb detector components can be found in [3].

3 Pattern Recognition

The Forward Tracking algorithm proceeds as follows. First we search for potential measurements
in the thex planes of the T stations, applying loose cuts based on the information from the VELO
seed. Next hit candidates are projected on the reference plane. We then search for clusters of hits
which potentially belong to the VELO seed. Next a third orderpolynomial is fitted to the hits in
the cluster. Based on the contribution to theχ2 of the fit, hits which potentially do not belong to
the track are identified and removed from the cluster. Track candidates which fulfill certain quality
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criteria such as minimum number of hits or maximumχ2/dof are then passed to the search for stereo
hits. Here again first a rough preselection of potential stereo hits is performed. In combination with
they information from the VELO seed thex position can be derived out of theu, v measurements.
The deviations inx of the hit from the track are stored in a sorted list. Then again a cluster search
is performed. Finally a parabolic fit of thex hits and thex information of the stereo hits and a
straight line fit to they information of the stereo hits is performed. Again the hits with the largest
contribution to theχ2 of the fit are removed until the track candidate fulfill certain quality criteria
or it is discarded. Finally a quality variable based on momentum,χ2/dof , compatibility iny of the
VELO seed and the track in the T stations and number of hits is introduced which is then used to
select the best track.
The various pattern recognition steps are described in detail in the following.

3.1 Selection of Potential x Hits

As a first preselection criteria ay search window is defined in eachx plane. Asx planes do not
provide anyy information beside their geometrical acceptance the restriction to a search window in
y mainly restricts for the OT the search to the upper or lower half of the detector and for the IT to
the four boxes, which are read out separately. The centerycenter of the search window is computed
as straight line extrapolation of the VELO seed toz0,plane, the centralz position of thex plane.

ycenter = y0,V ELO seed + dy/dzV ELO seed × z0,plane (1)

The size of the search window∆y is defined as follows:

∆y = yCompatibleTol + 50 mm × dy/dzV ELO seed (2)

whereyCompatibleTol2 = 10 mm. Only hits which lie within this window are further consid-
ered.
With the additionaly information from the VELO seed thex position of the hits can be corrected
for smally slopes of the planes3. First they position andz position of the intersection point of the
VELO seed with the measurement plane is recomputed. Then thecorrectedx andz position of the
hit (xmeas, zmeas) is derived.

y =
y0,V ELO seed + dy/dzV ELO seed × z0,plane

1 − dy/dzV ELO seeddz/dyplane

(3)

zmeas = z0,plane + dz/dyplane × y (4)

xmeas = xmeas + dx/dyplane × y (5)

For hits in the OT detector the drift distancer is given:

r = (drift time − (wire length − |y|) × wire velocity) × drift velocity (6)

wheredrift time is the raw measurement time,wire velocity anddrift velocity are read out from
the OT geometry.wire length is an offset of a specific channel, which is 0 per default but can be

2All parameters which can be adjusted via option files are written in type writer style.
3The nominal slope of the planes is 3.6 mrad, which corresponds to the rotation angle of the beamline in the LHCb

detector with respect to the horizontal plane.
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Figure 2 Drift distance of OT hits corrected for y position of seed track. In blue/bold the
distribution for good hits, red/thin for wrong ones.

adjusted according to the information in the calibration data base. In case the drift distancer is
smaller thanminOTDrift = -0.1 mm or larger thanmaxOTDrift = 2.6 mm, this hit is not taken
into account for the pattern recognition. The distributionof the drift distance for good (associated to
VELO seed) and wrong hits (not associated to VELO seed) is displays in Fig. 2. Those cuts cause a
loss in single hit efficiency (< 8%) but reduce significantly the rate of wrong hits (44 %). As those
hits are unphysical (outside the cell radius of 2.5 mm) they are potentially anyhow removed at a later
step of the algorithm e.g. outlier removal in the fit.

Next the search window in the reference plane is defined. Therefore the VELO seed is extrapolated
as straight line to the reference plane atzref = 8520 mm.

xextrapolated = x0,V ELO seed + dx/dzV EL0 seed × zref (7)

For tracks without any momentum estimate a symmetric searchwindow is opened around the ex-
trapolatedx position. The search window is adjusted to correspond to thedeviation from the straight
line due to the magnetic field for a particle with at leastminPt = 80 MeV transverse momentum
and at leastminMomentum = 1 GeV total momentum. This results in a search window size∆x
which is the minimum of

∆x1 = rangePerMeV × dx/dzV ELO seed × 1/minPt and (8)

∆x2 = rangePerMeV/minMomentum (9)

whererangePerMeV = 5.25 mm. In case the momentum of the seed is known (this is possible for
VELO tracks with additional information in the TT stations4) the extrapolated position is corrected

4The standard pattern recognition uses VELO only seeds; hitsin the TT stations are added later.
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Figure 3 Sketch of relevant quantities for the track parameterization used in the pattern
recognition strategy.

by the expected deviation. A momentum dependent search window ∆x is computed

xextrapolated = xextrapolated + rangePerMeV × q/p[MeV−1] (10)

∆x = minRange + rangeErrorFraction × rangePerMeV × q/p[MeV−1] (11)

whereq is the sign of the charge of the track seed andp its momentum;minRange = 300 mm and
rangeErrorFraction = 0.6.
Next thex projection of the hit on the reference plane is computed and checked to be consistent with
thex window defined in Eq. 8-11.

3.1.1 Track Parameterization and Computation of xref

Theoretical the problem of propagating a track through a magnetic field with a given field map is
well defined. But for pattern recognition we have to find a reasonably fast approximation to derive
the intersection of the track with the reference plane at a fixed position behind the magnet.
The parameters of the VELO seed arexV (zV ), yV (zV ), Sx(zV ) = dx/dz(zV ), Ty(zV ) = dy/dz(zV ).
zV is the z position where the VELO seed is parameterized,xmeas(z = zmeas) is the corrected hit
position (Eq. 4-5).
For an ideal magnet the track outside the magnetic field couldbe described as two straight line which
intersect in the middle of the magnet (Fig. 3). But there are some weak fringe field as well outside
the magnet volume which cover at least the first tracking station T1. A cubical parameterization has
turned out to describe best the path of the track through the remaining magnetic field behind the
magnet:

x(z) = xref +Bx(z − zref) + Cx(z − zref)
2 +Dx(z − zref)

3; (12)

y(z) = Ay +By(z − zref ); (13)

Bx is the tangent of the track atzref . ∆slope is the angle between thex slope of the VELO seed
Sx andBx. Note that thezM , the position of the focal plane of the magnet, is due to its trapezoidal
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shape not anymore right at the center of the magnet but depends on the space parameters of the track.
Based on fits to tracks in Monte Carlo the following empiricalparameterization has been found:

Bx =
xM − xref

zM − zref

; (14)

∆slope = Bx − Sx; (15)

zM = M0 +M1 × ∆2
slope +M2 × S2

x +M3 × x2
meas +M4 × T 2

y ; (16)

zM depends on∆slope and the other way round. Therefore the computation ofxref needs two itera-
tions to be solved:

zM = M0 +M2 × S2
x +M3 × x2

meas +M4 × T 2
y ; (17)

xM = xV + Sx × zM ; (18)

∆slope =
xmeas − xM

zmeas − zM

− Sx; (19)

zM = zM +M1 × ∆2
slope; (20)

(21)

The x positions of the hit has been already corrected for potential y slopes of the measurement
planes (Eq. 5). This correction was at that time based on the assumption that the magnetic field does
not have any impact on they slope, which is only approximately true. A small field component
perpendicular toy causes a change indy/dz which results in a correctionδy of they position of the
track atzmeas with respect to the earlier computation.

δy = ∆2
slope × Ty × (Y1 + (zmeas − zref) × Y2); (22)

xmeas = xmeas + δy × dx/dyplane; (23)

Cx = X1 × ∆slope; (24)

Dx = X2 × ∆slope; (25)

x
′

meas = xmeas − Cx × ((zmeas − zref ))
2 −Dx × ((zmeas − zref))

3; (26)

xref = xM + (zref − zM ) ×
x

′

meas − xM

zmeas − zM

; (27)

Bx =
xM − xref

zM − zref

; (28)

Ay = y0,V ELOseed + Ty × zref + ∆2
slope × Ty × Y1; (29)

By = Ty + ∆2
slope × Ty × Y2 (30)

x
′

meas is defined in Fig. 3.

The values ofM0 −M4,X1,X2, Y1 andY2 have been derived from fits to Monte Carlo data [4].
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3.2 Scan for Hough Clusters

The next step of the pattern recognition is to search for clusters of hits in the sorted list of projectedx
positions. The hits are sorted by increasingx projection. The maximal width∆x (distance between
first and last hit) of a cluster is computed in the following way.

∆x = maxSpreadX + |(xfirst hit − xextrapolated) × maxSpreadSlopeX|; (31)

wheremaxSpreadX = 0.6 andmaxSpreadSlopeX = 0.011;xextrapolated has been defined in
Eq. 7, 10. This definition of∆x takes into account that clusters which are further away fromthe
straight line extrapolation belong to a low momentum track.For those tracks the clusters are ex-
pected to be broader. In case the first hit of a cluster is an OT measurement∆x is enlarged by 1.5
mm to take into account the drift times (so far only the centercell positions are used). If not at least
hits fromminXPlanes = 5 differentx planes are found in the window[xhit i, xhit i + ∆x], the hit
i + 1 is taken as next starting point of a potential cluster. The same test is then repeated. Once a
successful cluster candidate [xhit j, ...,xhit k] is found in the list, we search for overlapping clusters.
Therefore we add hitsk+1, k+2, ... to the cluster as long as one hit in the rangej+1, ..., k+1−5
can be chosen as a starting hit of the overlapping cluster andboth requirements (hits in at least
minXPlanes different planes andxstart − xend < ∆x) are fulfilled. Once we failed to add a new
hit to the cluster, we check if the position of the starting hit j is within ∆x to the end position of a
previously accepted cluster. If so we merge the both clusters, otherwise we define a new cluster. This
procedure is repeated until all hits in the list are checked.Each cluster is in the following considered
as potential track candidate.

3.3 2D Fit & Outlier Removal

The IT and OT detector planes are split up in regions as it is shown in Figure 4. With the configu-
ration of the magnetic field given in the LHCb detector it is - at least for tracks in the OT - unlikely
that at track crosses regions. Therefore we check first for subsets of hits in the cluster which are all
in the same region and which additionally have at least one hit in each of the sixx planes. In case
we find several subclusters which fulfill these requirementswe chose the narrowest subcluster.
In case there is no region with one hit in each plane we count how many different planes are rep-
resented in the cluster. We then search the narrowest subcluster which contains hits from each of
them, independently to which region they belong. This list of hits is then our central subcluster.
Once a subcluster is defined by one of those criteria, additional hits are tested. Hits which are within
a tolerance of 0.2 mm from the first or the last hit of this central subcluster are merged in the cluster.
In case the subcluster contains mainly OT hits the toleranceis enlarged to 2.0 mm to account for
drift times. Once new hits are merged to the cluster the tolerances are counted from the new starting
and end hit and additional hits are tried to be merged as well.
Next a first track parameterization based on the VELO seed andthe central hit in the subclus-
ter is derived (Eq. 12-30). All hits are corrected accordingto the new best track parameterization.
The same formulas as in Eq. 3-5 are used but instead ofy0,V ELO seed anddy/dzV ELO seed this time
Ay −By × zref andBy of the current track are used.

Next we try to resolve drift ambiguities of OT measurements already before the fit. Therefore only
layers with at least two OT hits (one per monolayer) are studied. All possible track/hit combinations
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are displayed in Fig. 5. While in case a) and b) the left-rightambiguity can be easily resolved in case
c) and d) the precision of the current track is not good enoughto make any decision. Mathematically
the criteria for fixing the ambiguity before the fit is

|dist(track, hit1,+1)| + |dist(track, hit2,−1)| < 0.3 mm (32)

|dist(track, hit1,−1)| + |dist(track, hit2,+1)| < 0.3 mm (33)

Where the± 1 corresponds to the case where the track passes below/abovethe center of cell. Eq. 32
corresponds to drawing a) and Eq. 33 corresponds to drawing b). In those cases the ambiguities are
fixed before the fit. For all other OT hits the solution which isclosest to the starting track of each fit
iteration is chosen. Then a fit of the deviations from the previously determined track parameteriza-
tion is performed. Note that a cubical track model is used although here we only fit for three of the
parameters.

x(z) = (Ax+δAx)+(Bx +δBx)×(z−zref )+(Cx +δCx)×(z−zref )2+(Dx)×(z−zref )3; (34)

Ax, Bx, Cx, Dx are fixed and we fit then forδAx, δBx andδCx. All hits are included in the fit with
its weight, additionally thex position atzM of the extrapolated VELO seed is added to the fit with
the following uncertainty:

σ2
xM

= xMagnetTol + ∆slope2 × xMagnetTolSlope (35)

wherexMagnetTol = 3 mm2 andxMagnetTolSlope = 40 mm2. Adding the VELO seed as
additional constraint to the fit does not introduce any additional bias (e.g. onKs reconstruction
efficiency) which is not anyhow present by the fact that the forward tracking requires reconstructed
VELO seeds to be present.
After each fitAx, Bx andCx are updated according to the fit result and the fit procedure isrepeated
up to at most 10 times. This is needed as the OT ambiguities that remain unresolved can be flipped
during the fit. The iterations are stopped in case the fitted deviations of the track parameter fulfill the
following requirements:

δAx < 5.0 × 10−3 (36)

δBx < 5.0 × 10−6 (37)

δCx < 5.0 × 10−9 (38)

In case there is one or more hits which contribute more thanmaxChi2 = 20 to the overallχ2 of the
fit, the hit with the largestχ2 contribution ( = maxχ2

hit) is removed. If

maxχ2
hit < 20 × maxChi2, (39)

all hits in the total cluster (not only the previously definedsubcluster) which have a distance to the
fitted track which is smaller than maxχ2

hit are added to the subcluster. Then we restart the fitting
procedure. The check for hits outside the central subcluster is done only the first time requirement
Eq. 39 is valid. In later iterations no hits are added to the central subcluster. The iterations stop when
either no hit has aχ2 contribution to the fit which is larger thanmaxChi2 or we have less than
minXPlanes different planes represented in the hit list of the track candidate. In the first case the
x candidate is accepted in the later one it is discarded. If a track is accepted we repeat the search for
a subcluster and the fit procedure with the not yet used hits ofthe original cluster.
In average we are left with two to fivex candidates per VELO seed which are then passed to the
stereo pattern recognition part.
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3.4 Selection of Potential Stereo Hits

The track parameterization obtained by the fit of thex candidate is now extrapolated to everyu/v
plane via Eq. 12-13. We check that this position is within± yCompatibleTol (= 10 mm) con-
sistent with the geometrical acceptance of the plane.
Next theu/v hits are combined with the knowledge of the track parametersand thus transformed
into x measurements. Again Eq. 3-5 are used and againAy − By × zref andBy of thex candidate
track are used instead of the parameters of the VELO seed. Here Eq. 5 corresponds to the transfor-
mation of theu/v into anx measurements wheredx/dy is the tilt of the stereo angle.
OT hits are again required to have drift distances betweenminOTDrift = -0.1 andmaxOTDrift
= 2.6 mm.
Then the extrapolated positionxextrapolated is compared to the position of the hitxmeas. The hit is
accepted if the difference is within:

∆x = maxSpreadY + maxSpreadSlopeY × (q/p)2[MeV −2] (40)

wheremaxSpreadY = 1.5 mm andmaxSpreadSlopeY = 70 mm.∆x is enlarged by 1.5 mm in
case of OT hits. For all hits fulfilling this cut,xextrapolated − xmeas is filled in a list.

3.5 Scan for Hough Clusters in Stereo

The scan for hit clusters of this list, is performed in the very same way as the scan for thex hit
clusters. The minimum number of stereo planes required is four and the maximum size of the cluster
is 3 mm for IT hits as starting hit and 4.5 mm for OT hits. In caseseveral good stereo clusters are
found the one with largest number of different planes is taken. In case of two clusters with equal
number of planes the narrower cluster is selected as starting cluster for the 3D fit.

3.6 3D Fit & Outlier Removal

First all hits (bothx and stereo) are updated for the current track parameterization. Then if possible
the left right ambiguities of OT hits are resolved in the sameway as described above (Eq. 32-33).
Next thex projection is fitted. Here thex position of the stereo hits is included in the fit. Otherwise
the same iterative fitting procedure as described above is used. Then a straight line fit to they
component of the stereo measurements is performed Eq. 13. Based on the newy parameterization
of the track all hits are updated and a new fit iny space is performed. Again up to ten iterations are
tested mainly to take into account the flip of left-right ambiguities from OT measurements. Iterations
are stopped once the change between iterations inAy is smaller than 0.05 mm and the one inBy is
smaller than 0.00005.
Once the fit was successful the stereo hit with the largestχ2 contributions in case it is larger than
maxChi2 = 20 is removed. As well all stereo hits with aχ2 contribution larger than 1000 are
removed. In case hits in more thenmaxPlanes = 9 different (x and stereo) planes are left after
the removal, the 3D fitting procedure is repeated with the left over hits. In case the highestχ2 is
smaller than 2× maxChi2, the following iterations are performed with check onχ2 contribution
from thex hits as well. Once the highestχ2 of all hits on the track is smaller than 20 the iterations
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are stopped and we check once more for at least nine different(x and stereo) planes. As well the
geometrical compatibility iny of the fitted tracks with the detector planes is tested again.All tracks
which survived till here will compete in the final track selection.

3.7 Final Track Selection

The best track candidates are selected in several steps. First the change in they position of the
VELO seed and the track candidate in the T stations is tested.Deviations∆y between the straight
line extrapolation of the VELO track (corrected for small changes due to the magnetic field) and the
track candidate parameterization atz = zref which are larger thantol∆y

are discarded.

tol∆y
= maxDeltaY +

1

p2
[GeV −2] × maxDeltaYSlope (41)

wheremaxDeltaY = 30 mm andmaxDeltaYSlope= 300 mm. Additionally a minimum number
of hits is required. Here IT hits count with a weight of two (# hits = 2× # IT hits + # OT hits). For
tracks which mainly pass the IT region at leastminHits = 14 hits have to be on the track, for
tracks crossing the OT detector the according number isminOTHits = 16. Then the number of
hits in different (x and stereo) planes are counted. Only track candidates with the largest number
and with one plane less are considered further. Then a quality variableQ is defined which combines
the deviation iny between VELO seed and track candidate in the T stations, theχ2/ndf and the
momentum of the track. Small values ofQ indicate good tracks.

Q =
5 × ∆y

tol∆y

+
χ2/ndf

10
+

10

|p|
[GeV −1] (42)

The track with the lowestQ valueQmin is then identified. Only tracks with aQ value within
[Qmin, Qmin + 1] are considered further. The distribution of the quality variable and its components
is displayed in Fig. 6.

The last cut is on the hit content of the tracks. The track withthe largest number of hits (#hitsmax)
and all tracks with at least#hitsmax-2 or at least 22 hits are considered as final track candidates.
Most of the time zero or one track survive this selection. In about 5% of the cases more than one
track candidate is selected. The final track candidates are then put into the output track collection
and the pattern recognition is repeated for the next VELO seed.

3.8 Adding TT Hits to the reconstructed Track

The search for additional hits in the TT station is performedas follows. First the VELO seed is
extrapolated as straight line to thez position of the TT station. We then check for consistency of the
extrapolatedy position with the active region of the station within a tolerancetolTT

tolTT = ttTol + ttTolSlope/p[GeV −1] (43)

wherettTol= 2 mm,ttTolSlope = 20 mm;p is the momentum of the track as it is found by
the fit of the VELO seed and the hits in the T stations. The positions of all hits in the station are then
updated according to the track parameters to correct for potential slopes of the measurement planes
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Figure 6 Quality variable and various of its contributions for good and bad track candi-
dates. In blue/bold the distribution for good track candidates, red/thin for bad candidates.
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Figure 7 Left: Deviation from straight line extrapolation of VELO seed and real path of
particle through the detector due to magnetic field. Right: Deviation from VELO seed and
scattered seed. Multiple scattering changes mainly the slope of the track.

(Eq. 3-5). Next thex position of the track at thez position of the TT measurement is computed.
Again the magnet field effect is described by one kink betweena straight line in the VELO and a
straight line in the TT stations at a focal plane (zTTField = 1650 mm) as shown in Fig. 7.

xextrapolated = x0,V ELO seed + (zmeas − z0,V ELO seed) × dx/dzV ELO seed

+ttParam × q/p[GeV −1] × (zmeas − zTTField) (44)

wherettParam = 30 mm. If the distance betweenxextrapolated andxmeas is smaller thantolTT

the distance is projected on a plane between the two TT stations at az position ofzTTProj =
2500 mm. The idea is that after the effect of the magnetic fieldis corrected the only difference
between the VELO seed and the true path of the particle comes from multiple scattering (e.g. in
RICH1) which mainly results in a change of the slope of the seed. Therefore the deviation in TT1 is
expected to be smaller than the one in TT2 and the size of the deviation is supposed to scale linear
in z. Therefore the following projection is performed:

xproj = (xextrapolated − xmeas) × (zTTProj − zTTField)/(zmeas − zTTField) (45)

Next we search for a cluster of hits in the projection plane with at least hits in three different TT
planes and a width of∆x:

∆x = 2 mm + 0.25 × |xfirst hit| (46)

wherexfirst hit is the projected position of the starting hit of the cluster.Then a straight line fit inx
(and a fit to a constant value iny is performed (Note, we only fit for deviations from the expected
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curve due to multiple scattering here):

x(z) = offset+ slope× (z − zTTProj); (47)

y(z) = offsety; (48)

whereoffset, slope andoffsety are the fit parameters. All hits are added to the fit. Additionally
thex slope and the(x, y) position of the VELO seed enters as a constraint withweight = 9.0/tol2TT .
Theχ2/ndof of the fit is then derived as

χ2/ndof = (weight× (offset2 + offset2y + (slope× (zTTProj − zTTField))2) (49)

+
∑

i

(whit i × dist2hiti
)/nhits (50)

whit i is the weight of the measurement of hiti; nhits is the number of hits on the track anddist is
defined as:

disthit i = xproj,hit i − offset− slope× (zhit i − zTTProj) − offsety × sin(θ) (51)

whereθ is the stereo angle. Hits with the largestχ2 contribution to the fit are removed in case
χ2/ndof<ttMaxChi2, wherettMaxChi2 = 3. If one cluster with hits from at least 3 different
planes is found the TT hits are added to the track. In case several clusters which fullfill the require-
ment are found the one with the smallestχ2/ndof contribution is choosen and its hits are added to
the track.

3.9 Elimination of Clones/Ghosts

A significant fraction of ghost tracks5 are related to wrong extrapolation through the magnetic field.
Meaning the VELO part and the OT/IT part of the track are two well reconstructed track pieces but
they actually do not belong to the same particle. During pattern recognition, we can only compare
different OT/IT tracks which are potentially belonging to the same VELO seed. After the pattern
recognition has been performed we can compare OT/IT track segments of all VELO seeds. In case
two tracks have a significant fraction of OT/IT hits in commonbut are associated to two different
VELO seeds we know that at least one of them is a ghost track. Bycomparing the two tracks we
then try to identify the better one.
Each pair of two reconstructed forward tracks is examined. Aclone couple is identified if more than
70 % of the IT+OT hits of at least one of the tracks are used in both tracks. In case one of the tracks
has more thandeltaNumberInT = 3 OT+IT hits or more thandeltaNumberinTT = 1 TT hits
more than its clone partner, the partner is removed from the track list. If non of the tracks is identified
as significantly better, both tracks are kept. This procedure removes about 2% of the ghost rate with
negligible drop in efficiency (<0.1%).

4 Performance Studies

The performance of the algorithm has been studied using datagenerated for the DC06 [1] produc-
tion. Two data samples have been studied:

5track which can not be associated to a Monte Carlo particle, for precise definition see next section
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• A sample of 20,000B0 → J/ψ(µ+µ−)Ks(π
+π−) events generated at the default LHCb lu-

minosity of 2× 1032 cm−2s−1;

• and a sample of 500B0 → J/Ψ(µ+µ−)Ks(π
+π−) events generated at a luminosity of 5×

1032 cm−2s−1.

The majority of the results were obtained with the first sample.

4.1 Definitions

Efficiency and ghost rates characterize the performance of apattern recognition algorithm. In order
to define efficiency and ghost rate we first have to introduce the definition of reconstructible particles
and associated tracks. The standard definition for so-called reconstructible long tracks (tracks with
associated measurements in the VELO and in the T stations) is

• The particle momentum at its production vertex is more than 1GeV.

• The particle has at least three reconstructed clusters in ther sensors of the VELO

• and at least three reconstructed clusters in theφ detectors of the VELO.

• It has at least one reconstructedx and stereo hit in each of the tracking stations T1-T3.

• The particle does not interact hadronically before the end of the T stations.

• It is not an electron.

A track is associated to a Monte Carlo particle if at least 70%of its hit in the VELO and at least
70% of its T station hits are associated to the same particle.A reconstructed track which can not be
associated to a Monte Carlo particle is a so-called ghost track.
With those definitions it is possible to introduce the definition for efficiency and ghost rate:

efficiency = N(reconstructible and reconstructed)/N(reconstructible)

ghost rate = N(reconstructed and not associated to Monte Carlo)/N(reconstructed)

Both the efficiency and the ghost rate can be calculated in twoways. The first is to calculate these
quantities on an event-by-event basis (“event weighted”).If values for the whole event sample are
required the averages of the resulting distributions are used. The alternative is simple to calculate the
efficiency and ghost rate on the whole sample of tracks ignoring which event the track came from
(“track weighted”). Since there are large event-to-event fluctuations in the case of the ghost rate we
will quote in the following the results of both methods.
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event weighted track weighted
momentum efficiency ghost rate efficiency ghost rate
> 1 GeV 85.9%

11.1%
84.8%

15.3%
> 5 GeV 92.9% 92.2%

Table 1 Performance of the forward tracking algorithm.
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Figure 8 Track weighted efficiency as a function of particle momentum.
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Figure 9 Event weighted efficiency (left) and ghost rate (right) versus the number of visible
interactions.
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Figure 10 Algorithm time versus the total T station multiplicity.

4.2 Efficiency & Ghost Rate

The results obtained with the default settings of the algorithms are listed in Table 1.

Due to multiple scattering low momentum tracks are significantly harder to reconstruct, which
causes the lower performance in the low momentum region (Fig. 8).

The performance of the forward tracking as a function of the number of visible interactions as
defined in [3] has been investigated. Fig 9 shows the dependence of the efficiency and ghost rate on
this quantity. It can be seen that the dependence of the efficiency on the number of visible interactions
is quite weak. For each additional visible interaction in the detector the efficiency decreases by≈ 1
%. The ghost rate shows a slightly stronger dependence on thenumber of visible interactions. For
each additional interaction the ghost rate increases by≈ 3%.
In addition, the performance with data generated at a higherluminosity of 5× 1032 cm−2s−1 has
been studied. An average of about 2 interactions per event are expected at this luminosity. In this case
an efficiency of 82.5/84.7% and a ghost rate of 22.4/15.0% is found, track weighted/event weighted
respectively. If only the number of visible interactions inthe event spill effects the performance
of the track reconstruction then efficiency and ghost rates for arbitrary luminosity can be derived
directly from Fig. 9. At higher luminosities how ever this extrapolation will break down due to
increased spillover that further increases occupancies and detector dead-time.

4.3 Time Performance

Finally, the CPU performance of the algorithm has been evaluated on a machine6, which is about
a factor 1.8 slower than the lxplus cluster at CERN. The algorithm runs in a time of 55 ms per
event using the standard LHCb compilation options. Fig 10 shows the time per event versus the total
number of hits in the T stations. The dependency of the time spent per event on the T station hit
multiplicity can be described by a third order polynomial:

t(nT hits) = (4.17 · 10−6 × nT hits + 1.34 · 10−9 × n2
T hits + 1.21 · 10−13 × n3

T hits) s (52)

6Dual Core and Opteron Processor 280, 2.4 GHz
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5 Summary

We presented a detailed description of the forward trackingalgorithm. An event weighted recon-
struction efficiency of 85.9% with a ghost rate of 9.0% for tracks with a momentum above 1.0 GeV
has been obtained.
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